GENDER EQUALITY COMMISSION (GEC)

1st meeting
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Strasbourg

AGENDA

I. Opening of the meeting
II. Adoption of the agenda
III. Elections
IV. Preparation of a Council of Europe Strategy on Gender Equality (2014-17)
V. Implementing Council of Europe standards on gender equality
   - Which standards ?
   - Process and projects
   - Network of national focal points and co-operation action in member states
   - Co-operation action within the framework of the Council of Europe Neighbourhood Programme (South Facility, Central Asia)
VI. Co-ordination and Joint Planning at International Level
   - UN Women
   - European Union
   - North-South Process for the Empowerment of Women
   - International Organisation of la Francophonie
VII. Access of women to justice (activity)
VIII. Integrating a gender equality perspective into activities of the Council of Europe
   - Inter Secretariat Task Force
   - Gender Equality Rapporteurs
   - Secretariat training
IX. Any other business
X. Date and place of next meeting